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Machinery 
partners in India 
represent growth 
in the region
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International Account Manager, Hexagon’s Manufacturing Intelligence division

H exagon has been working closely with our 
machinery partners in India to make inroads 
into the burgeoning woodworking industry 
to promote our leading software tools – 
ALPHACAM and CABINET VISION. 

CABINET VISION makes it simple for furniture, woodworking, or 
casegoods manufacturers of all sizes to play to their strengths 
by using a single, fully modular software package to go from 
design to manufacture.

ALPHACAM is an intelligent and intuitive CAD/CAM software 
for woodworking, metal & stone cutting. ALPHACAM provides 
customers with productivity, reliability, and flexibility in all its 
modules, including routing, milling, and turning with 2-axis to 
5-axis machining.

Hexagon has created a partner ecosystem to service our 

customers with solutions and applications that complement our 
technology. This network of businesses serves the community 
directly, but they are not competitors. India’s partner ecosystem 
increases product sales and supports happy customers with 
a suite of complementary tools by co-marketing and even co-
selling in strategic partnerships. With increasing competition 
within the manufacturing industry, technology companies are 
recognising that solutions from multiple vendors need to work 
seamlessly together to drive automation to achieve maximum 
productivity. By partnering with Hexagon, these companies 
can set their customers up for greater success, as well as for 
greater retention and customer lifetime value, by recommending 
reputable products that fill functionality gaps.

In June, at INDIAWOOD 2022 in Bangalore, India, we caught 
up with Hexagon’s partner ecosystem to see how they deliver 
cutting-edge manufacturing technology solutions to the 
Indian woodworking market.



Nanxing Woodworking

Nanxing Woodworking is a 
large manufacturer of panel 
processing machines based 
in China. Nanxing India, 
established in 2014, offers 
a comprehensive range of 
machines that are both very 
high in quality and user-
friendly. The company has an 
extensive customer network 
throughout India. Hexagon’s 

Ramnath V. Kalkur, Sales Director, 
Nanxing Woodworking India Pvt. Ltd.

V. Lokesh and P. Karthick Raja, 
Technical Directors, Ruei 
Industries Pvt. Ltd.

Gopi T., Managing Director, 
Woodtech Consultants Pvt. Ltd.

Rakesh Patil, Service Manager, 
Felder Group India.

CABINET VISION software is seamlessly integrated with the 
Nanxing NPC330 Panel Dividing Saw, among others.

Ramnath V. Kalkur, Sales Director, Nanxing Woodworking India Pvt. 
Ltd., said, “CABINET VISION is an extremely user-friendly software 
that allows customers to take the cut list, and choose the colour 
of the lamination and fittings. Hexagon works closely with 
customers to not only help determine if it makes sense to invest 
in the software, but it also provides training and troubleshooting.” 

“For years, we have been working with Nanxing globally to 
integrate our software with their machines. We find a perfect 
fit between the two companies since Nanxing can often have 
complex parts and processes, and CABINET VISION is powerful 
in addressing that. Technical support and service on CABINET 
VISION are also important to Nanxing’s customers. It is something 
that we offer, especially in India where we have a local team,” 
said Jamie Walters, International Account Manager, Production 
Software, Hexagon’s Manufacturing Intelligence division. 

RUEI Industries

Established in 1995, Ruei 
Industries is the leading 
manufacturer and exporter of 
various machines, including 
Edge Banding, Multiple Boring, 
Hot and Cold Press, and 
Membrane Press machines. 
The company has over 
2500 customers and offers 
viable solutions to complex 
challenges in ensuring 
stringent quality standards and 
cost-competitive production. 

“We receive excellent customer feedback on Hexagon’s 
CABINET VISION and ALPHACAM software. The software is user-
friendly and useful for mass production for furniture units,” said 
P. Karthick Raja, Technical Director, Ruei Industries Pvt. Ltd. 

“ALPHACAM is a fantastic software solution, which we 
recommend for engraving customers since it does a smart 
job in carving. It’s also very user-friendly,” added V. Lokesh, 
Technical Director, Ruei Industries Pvt. Ltd. 

Woodtech Consultants

Woodtech is a multi-product 
company dealing in solid wood 
and panel processing machines. 
Its service portfolio includes 
consulting, selecting, and 
suggesting the right machinery, 
preparation of layout plans, 
installation, testing and 
commissioning, training 
machine operators, after-sales 
support, repairs and supply of 
spares and consumables. 
“We partnered with Hexagon for ALPHACAM and CABINET VISION 
software to give design software to our customers. Customers in 
India generally do design manually and end up with many errors. 
Hexagon helps them avoid these mistakes in manufacturing,” 
said Gopi T., Managing Director, Woodtech Consultants Pvt. Ltd. 

“Woodtech takes advantage of CABINET VISION and ALPHACAM 
software for its customers. We provide training, support, and 
licensing to enable end customers to use the software,” said 
Ashvini Kumar, Channel Development Manager, Production 
Software, Hexagon’s Manufacturing Intelligence division. 

Felder Group

For the last 65 years, the Felder 
group has been developing, 
manufacturing, and distributing 
woodworking machines. 

From bandsaws to 
combination machines, 
circular saws, thickness 
planers, and spindle 
moulders up to CNC 
machining centres and edge 
banders with state-of-the-art 
storage system integration 
and robotic solutions, the Felder Group offers a perfectly 
fitting machine for every woodworking challenge. 

“To get the most from our machines, we need excellent 
software. The ALPHACAM team helps create complex programs 
for different cuts. I get excellent support from Hexagon for my 
programming applications and customers,” said Rakesh Patil, 
Service Manager (Industrial Machines), Felder Group India. 

“We’ve worked globally with Felder for years to integrate 
our software with their machines. Felder customers require 
outstanding customer support and backup. We are well-
equipped to offer that through our global technical support 
and the India team. We look forward to supporting our 
customers in India,” said Jamie Walters.


